Website
Overview
The POD Exchange Website is the gateway through which all transactions are handled. Once you have
been approved for an account, you can perform the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

View participating Publishers and Artists along with their gallery of images
Request Agreements with the Publishers and Artists
License Images to print
Purchase discounted Media and Ink
Purchase Credits for Printing
Review your account transactions
a. Purchases
b. Agreements
c. Licenses
d. Print Transactions
7. Get Answers to Frequently Asked Questions
8. Purchase Confidently with our 100% Secure Server

POD Exchange is a service offered only to the trade. You must be a licensed business performing
printing services for the home décor industry. Manufacturers, Frame Shops, and Galleries are some of
the “Trade” that we provide these services for. Our system uses Web Services which allows your Image
Editing Client Software to communicate with the website to insure the content in the Image Editing
Client is licensed and available to use. The password you set up on the website is the same password
you will use when logging into the Image Editing Client. See the Image Editing Client chapter of this
manual for more information.
POD Exchange has negotiated very aggressive pricing with Media and Ink suppliers in the US. We act as
a buying group and your participation in POD Exchange offers you discounted pricing on the
consumables that you use on a regular basis. You will learn more about this pricing structure further in
the manual.

So let’s get started.
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Top Menu Navigation
The Top Menu is the main navigation menu and is visible on every page throughout the website.

Home – This link will take you back to the main page from anywhere in the site.
My Wishlist – You can view items that you have added to your wishlist as well as edit that list at any
time. If you frequently purchase the same media and inks, add them to your wishlist so they are readily
available when you need to reorder.
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Shopping Cart – If you have added items to your shopping cart, you can view those items there. There
is also a “quicklink” shopping cart link that shows the items and totals within your cart. Clicking the
arrow to the right will reveal the items.
Quicklink
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Checkout – This link will take you to the checkout process if you have items added to your cart. You can
also navigate to Checkout from the quicklink menu shown above.
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FAQ’s – This is a link to the Frequently Asked Questions. Alternatively, you can see the FAQ from the
graphic link further down the home page.
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My Account – This link will take you to your account settings. There you will be able to view your
purchases, POD Transactions, and edit your account information.

While most of the menu items in the “My Account” section are self explanatory, we have devoted a
section of this manual to the “MY POD” links. Please see “MY POD” for more information.
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Login / Logout – This link will serve as you entry point into and out of the website. If you are not
logged in, the menu bar will show “Login”. You must be logged into the site before you can use any of
its features.
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Site Menu Navigation
The Site menu navigation bar also appears on all pages throughout the website.

Buy Credits – This will take you to the page that lists all of the Printing Credit Packages. We offer 5
packages ranging from $25 to $1000. You can add multiple quantities of any package to get the number
of credits you need. Once you purchase a Credit Package, please allow up to 5 minutes for the POD
System to update your credits. You credit balance is available in the Image Editing Client as well as the
My POD section of this manual.
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Buy Ink – POD Exchange offers ink for the Canon and Epson Wide Format Printers. We carry a full line
of OEM Branded ink as well as the Cave Paint Elite inks by Lyson®. Use the navigation icons to find your
correct device to make sure you are getting the correct products.

First choose your printer brand.

Then choose your exact model.
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Next, select the brand that you use.

Finally, select the products you want to add to your cart.
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Buy Media – This is where we offer a variety of media for printing. Choose from our selection of
papers and canvas from a variety of vendors. This link works much like the “Buy Ink” link. You will
navigate through a series of brands and types until you find the product you are looking for. Remember
to add the items that you wish to purchase to your wishlist so they are easily found the next time.

Buy Supplies – This is where we will offer miscellaneous supplies for printing. Some of the items
include laminate coatings and stretcher bars for canvas. This link works much like the “Buy Ink” link
also. You will navigate through a series of brands and types until you find the product you are looking
for. Remember to add the items that you wish to purchase to your wishlist so they are easily found the
next time.

Calibration – Color calibration is the key to great looking prints. It is highly recommended for you to
calibrate your monitor so that you are seeing true colors. If you are working with a non calibrated
monitor, you will possibly shift colors to make them “look” right but the colors will not print correctly.
We have tested many different monitor calibration units and if we like it, we list it here.

Publishers – This link will take you to a page that lists all of the Publishers (or Artists) alphabetically.
You can click on any of the names to be redirected to their Information pages and gallery. Alternatively,
you can click on the icon for each Publisher at the bottom of the home page to be redirected to their
information pages.
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Image Gallery
The Image Search button on the home page is a listing of “comingled” images from ALL publishers,
artists, and photographers. Using this gallery search will show listings from all providers as opposed to
going directly to the providers own page where the images are only that providers.

The image search page is very intuitive. You can set parameters for your search with items such as
Artist, Publisher, Publish Date, Categories (up to 5), Image Type (art or photo), and orientation. You can
also sort your selections based on items that you have added to your personal gallery or images that you
already have licenses for. The category search allows you to pick one category, then further search with
a second category. Adding additional categories to your search will find images that have all of the
categories that you are searching on. For example, if you select “Coastal” for your first category, the
images will only be “Coastal” in the viewer. If you further categorize the selected images by “Floral”, the
images returned to your viewer will have both “Coastal” and “Floral” as categories.
You can also use a quick lookup feature by typing in a partial item number or item title of a image you
may already know. If you know the title has the word “Boat”, you can simply type that in the search
window and click “GO” to view all images with the word “Boat” in the title. Likewise, if you know the
image number starts with “ABC”, you can add that to the search window and any image with “ABC” in
the title will appear.
In the event you arrive at a image listing that you are not satisfied with, simply click the red “X” next to
any of the search parameters and the listing will be queried with all remaining filters (but not using the
one you previously deleted).
An image count will appear at the bottom left corner of the search page to let you know how many
images have met your search criteria.
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Agreement Requests
Before you can license images from the various providers, you must first have an agreement with that
provider. Once you have an agreement, you will be able to license any image from that provider.
Depending on how your agreement is set up, you may be able to license images automatically without
having to be approved each time for each image. Alternatively, you may have to wait until that provider
has approved your license request before you can actually print the image.
To set up the initial agreement, you can click on the publisher logo and initiate an agreement from any
of their information pages or you can also navigate to one of the images in that provider’s gallery. You
can do this from the main gallery or from the gallery of images on their publisher page. Either way, you
will need to find one of their images to initiate the license. Once you have found the image you want,
click on the thumbnail to see the larger view of that image. Click the license icon at the bottom of the
image and the agreement request will appear automatically if you do not already have one. If you do
not see the request, this means you already have one and can review it at any time in your “My
Account” page.
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All of the information that was provided when you set up your account is forwarded to the provider for
their review and approval. Once approved, you will see what they are charging you to print their
images.
You also have an opportunity to type a short message in the comment section. This will be delivered to
the provider. If you want them to know something about you that may impact your pricing structure,
feel free to provide that information there.
Once approved, you can navigate to the account section of the website to see the details of the
agreement including price, quantity of copies, date range, and status. The status will either be “Global”
or “By the Image”.
Global status allows you to automatically license any image from that provider without the provider
having to approve each image license. POD Exchange will license the image on their behalf using the
data from the agreement (price, qty, dates, etc.).
By the Image status requires each image that you want to license to be approved by the provider on an
individual basis. This could add some delay in the process but most are approved promptly during
regular business hours. POD Exchange monitors these requests to insure a timely answer.

License Requests
Once you have the agreement approved, you are free to license images from that provider. To license
the images you need, simply click thumbnail image to see the larger view, then click the license icon at
the bottom of the image. If you are set to a global status, you should see a green “check” mark appear
on the icon. If you are set up as “By the Image” or the High Resolution image is not yet uploaded to our
server, you will see a “License Pending” on the icon. If for some reason you do not see either, refresh
your browser or use the navigation icons on the image to step back one image and then back forward to
the image you requested. Some browsers won’t automatically refresh once you click the license icon.
Once you have licensed an image, regardless of the status, that image is added to your “My Gallery”
selections and can be sorted during the image search at any time.
See Graphic…..
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My POD
This section of the “Account” page is dedicated to your Licenses, Agreements, Printing, and Credit
transactions only. All other sections of the “Account” page is related to your account settings and
product purchases.

Current Credit Balance – This is the current balance of your printing credits. This number is changed
on a real time basis. As you print images, this number will change immediately. If you purchase credits,
this number will be increased by the number of purchased credits.

View Your Agreements – This is where you can review your agreements with each supplier. This list
can be sorted in a variety of ways to make it easier to find the agreement you would like to see.

View Your Licenses – This is where you can review your licenses. Like the agreements page, you can
sort the listing to find what you are looking for. This listing will give you a snapshot of quantity
remaining on the license as well as license status and date ranges.

View Your Print Transactions – This is where you can review all of your print transactions. This
section is updated real time as well. Again, you can sort the data on this page to easily locate
transactions.

Your Credit Purchases – This is where you can review all of your credit purchases. This section is
updated real time as well.

Setup PODExchange Printing Client – This is a link to download and install the image editing
software that is used to print POD Exchange images. You are welcome to install this software on as
many computers as you like. This software can be used for your own images as well as POD Exchange
images. You will be asked to login when downloading POD Exchange images. The credentials for the
Image Editing Client are the same that you use for access to the website.
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Opening a Image
The software is designed to be used with encrypted files provided by POD Exchange as well as any image
file you already have. You can open either file by using the “File” menu options or by clicking the
appropriate menu icon.
To open a standard image on your computer, navigate to “File/Open” to open the standard Windows
Open dialog. Find the file you would like to edit, highlight the file, and click the “Open” button.
Alternate Method
Use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl + O
Click the File/Open menu icon.
The Image Editing Client software can be used to edit and print your own files the same as a POD
Exchange image with the exception that there will be no licensing limitations or decryption steps.

To open a POD Exchange Licensed image, navigate to “File/Open from PODExchange”. This will open
the Licensed Images dialog for you to choose from any images that you have a valid license to use. See
Licensing an Image for more information.
Alternate Method
Use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl + Shift + O
Click the File/Open from PODExchange icon.

Once you have used one of the above methods to open a POD Exchange licensed image, you will be
asked to login using your UserName and Password from the website.
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Once you enter your login credentials, your licensed images will be displayed in a dialog for you to
choose which file you would like to open and work with. This dialog can be changed to show your
licensed images as thumbnail images, Item Numbers, or Item Titles. The dialog will remember the last
setting you use and will continue to open in that mode until you change it.

As you select image from the listing on the left, a low resolution image will appear in the center pane
along with the item information for that image. Once you have selected the image that you want to
open, you can select the version of that file that you would like to open. See Saving Custom Versions for
more information about saved versions. If you do not have a custom version, you will only have the
“original” as an option. Simply click “OK” to start streaming the high resolution encrypted image to your
image editing client. These files can be large and may take up to a few minutes to receive.

Once the high resolution Encrypted file has been streamed to your system, the Image Editing Client will
Decrypt the file and open it in the main viewer. You are now ready to make edits, print, and save a
version of your edits if you need to reprint the same edited image in the future.
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Editing a Image
The tools available in the Image Editing Client are limited to those that are most commonly used. Other
editing software offers a lot of tools for editing but are rarely used. Since POD Exchange images are
“Print-Ready”, those additional tools are not relevant. POD Exchange Client expands on the useful tools
to make them more intuitive. This part of the manual will go through each tool in detail. All of the
editing tools are conveniently located in the “Adjust” menu and are listed in a common workflow order.

Colors
This is a standard dialog that will allow editing of the color balance. Using the sliders, adjustments can
be made to the Red, Green, and Blue channels. Basic color correction skills will be helpful when using
this tool. Note: POD Exchange images are provided as “color-corrected” from the provider. If
corrections need to made, other issues could be the problem. See Color Calibration for more
information.
Additional tools have been added to this and all other dialogs that help during the editing process. The
zoom feature will allow you to zoom in close while making your edits. The “Best Fit” button will zoom
the image back to a full view. Any edits to the color sliders can be reset with the “Reset” button to
eliminate the need to cancel and reopen the dialog.
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Hue / Saturation / Brightness
This is a standard dialog that will allow editing of the Hue, Saturation, and Luminosity as well as the
Brightness and Contrast. Using the sliders, adjustments can be made to these values. In most image
editors, the HSL and Brightness/Contrast adjustments are in separate dialogs but it is more helpful to
adjust them at once and see the effect each has on the others. Basic color correction skills will be
helpful when using this tool. Note: POD Exchange images are provided as “color-corrected” from the
provider. If corrections need to made, other issues could be the problem. See Color Calibration for
more information.
Additional tools have been added to this and all other dialogs that help during the editing process. The
zoom feature will allow you to zoom in close while making your edits. The “Best Fit” button will zoom
the image back to a full view. Any edits to the color sliders can be reset with the “Reset” button to
eliminate the need to cancel and reopen the dialog.
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Flip
This is a standard effect that will simply flip the pixels along a horizontal or vertical axis. Unlike the
rotate tool that turns the entire image, the flip feature actually reverses all the pixels. If you use this
tool to flip an image that has text, the text will be displayed in a opposite direction.

Rotate
This is a standard effect that will rotate the entire image on a clockwise or counter clockwise basis. The
options available are 90 degrees in either direction or a full 180 degree rotation. You can perform this
function as many times as you like but it will perform the rotation on the current view. For example, if
you have already rotated 90 degrees clockwise, and then rotate another 90 degrees clockwise, the
image will end up at 180 degrees from the original view.
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Resize / Resample
When you open the Resize Image dialog, the original image’s pixel and size data is displayed. The top of
the dialog will display the pixel dimensions and the bottom section will show the width, height, and DPI
(dots per inch) of the image. The default view for this dialog is NOT resampled therefore, when you
adjust the width or height, the DPI will change appropriately. If you want to resample the image to a
higher DPI or increase the size of the image and maintain the original DPI, simply check the “resample”
box and make the size changes. This will increase the size of the file by adding pixels to the image based
on the surrounding pixels as a reference.
Note: It is not recommended to “resample” images as the software is creating pixels
that do not exist. This is where most “artifacting” happens. With the technology built
into the wide format printers, more favorable results are achieved by letting the printer
add the necessary resolution to the file. The “dithering” technology in the printer works
better than adding pixels that do not exist.
If you would like to scale the image without constraining the original proportions, you must turn on
resample and then turn off the “constrain proportions” check box. This will allow you to squeeze or
stretch the pixels to meet your needs. POD Exchange recommends using the “Crop” tool to crop the
image to the desired dimensions as opposed to squeezing or stretching the image. See Crop for more
information.
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Resize Canvas
The Resize Canvas dialog is used to add borders to an image. If you are adding borders to the image,
you will want to have the image size already fixed where you want it. Once you open the Resize Canvas
dialog, the image size is shown at the top of the dialog. Notice the “Relative” checkbox beneath the
width and height boxes. If this checkbox is checked, enter the amount of border you would like to add
to the image in the width and height boxes. Using the arrow keys on the dialog, the border will be
added in that direction. If you are adding 2 inches of white around an existing image, you would enter 4
inches in the width and height boxes and select the center button in the directional keys. This will add a
2 inch border to all four sides of the image.
If you uncheck the “Relative” box, the actual image width and height will show up in the width and
height boxes, requiring you to enter the new width and height of the finished image with borders. Using
the scenario above, the dialog will determine the size of the borders based on the difference between
the finished dimensions you supplied and the starting image size.
Before you apply the borders, you can select a specific color to apply by clicking the color box to show a
color selection tool and entering it in the hex# field. You can also achieve different colors by clicking in
the color wheel or adjusting the RGB settings. This tool has a eyedropper tool that will allow you to drag
the eyedropper onto your image and select a color directly from the image itself.
If you would like to make your borders for “gallery wrapping” a canvas, you can check the box “Mirrored
Border” and the program will create the appropriate size border with mirrored pixels from the image.
This is a good tool to use if you want to provide similar imagery on the edges of the canvas without
losing any of the image itself to the wrap.
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Crop
The crop command works in multiple ways.
Scenario 1: You want to simply derive a particular portion of an image to work with. You would use the
rectangle selection tool
to select the portion of the image that you want to keep. Once you are
satisfied with the image in the selection boundaries, click Adjust/Crop and the pixels outside of the
selection window will be removed. This method will also remove the resolution of the pixels that were
removed. If your image was 20 X 30 at 300 DPI and you crop out a 16 X 20 selection of that image, the
new image will be 16 X 20 at 300 DPI.
Scenario 2: You want to use the crop tool to adjust a 30 X 30 at 300 DPI to a 20 X 20 image, you would
click on Adjust/Crop and reveal the crop dialog. This dialog will tell you the starting dimensions of your
image. Enter 20 in the width and 20 in the height and click “enter”. This will place a selection box over
the image in that proportion. Since you started with a square and ended with a square, you will notice
the selection area has surrounded the entire image. If you drag any of the selection edges, you will
notice the opposite dimension will scale proportionately because the ratio is being held by the entries
from the dialog. Once you are satisfied with the crop area, click “OK” and the image will be resized to
the 20 X 20 dimensions. The difference is the resolution is redistributed to the ending size. You will now
have a 20 X 20 at 450 DPI. This scenario can also be achieved using the “Resize / Resample” function if
you prefer.

Note: The proportional crop tool can also be used to increase the size of the image but
keep in mind, the resolution will be spread out over the new size. If you are using this
tool to resize a 10 X 10 at 300 DPI to a 20 X 20, the new DPI will be 150.
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Printing an Image
Once the image is ready for printing, the print dialog can be launched by navigating to “File/Print
Image”.
Alternate Method
Use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl + P
Click the File/Print Image menu icon.

There are a lot of options in the printer dialog. Please see all of the detailed information below. For the
purposes of this instruction manual, the image that is being used is based on:

16 X 16 image size with 2 inch mirrored borders for gallery wrap (1 inch on all sides).
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Select Printer and Settings
Only authorized printers are available to POD Exchange images. If you have a printer that is not listed in
the printer listing, it may not be an authorized printer. If you have a question about the list of printers
available to you, you can contact POD Exchange to discuss your particular situation.
Start by selecting the printer that you will be sending the image to. Next you can either select the paper
size from the “Paper” listing. If the size desired is not listed, you will need to click the “Printer Settings”
and add the size to the “user defined” paper sizes.
If you know the current selections in your printer driver, you will not need to open the settings dialog to
make adjustments. If you are printing on a different material than the last job, you will need to open
the settings and make the required changes.
Next you will select the number of copies that you are printing. Note that the “Cost” section at the
bottom of the dialog will show the credit requirements required to print that number of quantities. See
Cost of Printing section for more information.
Use the “orientation” buttons to turn the selected image if needed to fit the selected paper size.

Position
The position section of the printer dialog shows the selected image in relation to the paper size that you
have selected. Selecting the “center” checkbox will center the image on the paper and show the border
sizes for that image/paper combination. You can manually select the top and left borders by unchecking
the “Centered” checkbox and manually entering the sizes into the appropriate boxes.
Selecting “Borderless” will move the image to the top and left of the paper selected. If the paper is
wider or longer than the image, you will notice a white space on the right or bottom of the viewer. You
must set your driver settings to Borderless for this feature to work. Clicking “Borderless” checkbox on
the POD Exchange Printer Dialog will only move the image to the top and left. If you do not set this
feature in the printer driver, the driver will impose the minimum borders which could give you a white
space along the top and left as well.
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If you choose a paper size that is not adequate for the image size, the result will cut off the right and left
of the image.

Image Size
The Image Size section of the Printer Dialog shows the actual size of the image that will be printed.
These sizes are listed in inches and also show the DPI of that image.

Cost of Printing
This section will display the cost for producing the selected image at the current size.
Note: All pricing originates from the owner of the selected image and is assigned
through the licensing process. POD Exchange is not involved in the pricing process but
only insures that the agreed pricing is collected at the time of printing.
The pricing view shows the following information:
Billable Dimensions: These are the dimensions of the actual image that you have selected. You will
notice that you are not charged for any borders added to the image. Mirrored borders are limited to
60% of the images shortest dimension or 30% per side.
Available Credits: This is the current balance of your prepaid printing credit account. If you do not have
enough credit to print the image selected, you can purchase a credit package on the website.
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Remaining Copies: This is the number of prints that are still available from the licensed quantity. Each
license has a number of copies available to print. Once you have printed that many copies, the license is
not longer valid and must be updated by the image owner.
Credits Sq. / Inch: This is the value that the image owner is charging for the use of the selected image.
This cost is per square inch. Again, this value is assigned by the image owner and POD Exchange is not
involved in this process.
Credits Per Copy: Based on the selected image size’s “Billable Dimensions” multiplied by the “Credits
Sq. / Inch”, this is the actual number of credits that will be deducted from your prepaid printing credit
account for each copy selected.
Total Cost: This value is the total number of credits that will be deducted from your prepaid printing
credits account based on the “Credits per Copy” multiplied by the “Copies” you have selected to print.
Print Free Proof: If you wish to print a proof copy of the image to check for color and size, checking this
box will change the “Total Cost” to $0.00 but the copy printed will be watermarked when it prints.

Color Management
This section of the Print Dialog is used to set the .icc profile printing functions. To learn more about
printing with .icc profiles, see the Color Management section in this manual.
Printing profiles can be applied in several ways. If you select “PODClient Manages Color”, you will need
to set your printer driver to “No Color Management” as indicated in the warning message displayed at
the bottom of this section of the dialog. If you want your printer’s driver to handle the colors, you must
change the Printer Dialog to “Printer Manages Colors”. This way, PODClient will send the raw pixel
information to the printer’s driver where the colors will be transformed based on the settings supplied
in the driver. Most users allow the Image Editor to handle the colors and keep the printer’s driver set to
“No Color Management” at all times.
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If you choose for PODClient to handle the colors, you will set the .icc profile in the next list. This list will
show all of the profiles on your system. If you are currently printing images with .icc profiles, those
profiles will show up in this list. Be sure to use the correct profile for the media you are printing on as
well as the correct ink sets you have loaded in the printer.
Note: There are different profiles available for using Photo Black or Matte Black on your
printer. These .icc profiles are usually indicated with a PK (Photo Black) or MK (Matte
Black). If you are using a third party media or ink, it is recommended you have “custom”
profiles developed for each media and ink combination. POD Exchange offers FREE
custom profiles for any customers purchasing our Cave Paint Elite brand of third party
inks.
You will also need to set the rendering intent and black point compensation. In most cases, you will use
“Perceptual” intent and check “Black Point Compensation”. It is out of the scope of this section of the
manual to get more detailed on rendering intents. Please see the Color Management section for more
information.
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Saving an Image
For any image that you open from your own collection of files, the save functions work just as you would
expect them. You can save the file anywhere on your computer that you like. POD Exchange images are
encrypted and copyright protected and cannot be saved on your computer but all of your edits to the
images can be saved and recalled for later use.
The PODClient software tracks every change you make to the open image and stores those steps on the
server. The next time you open the image you will see the original copy as well as any saved variations
of the original file. Once you select one of your saved versions, PODClient streams the original file to
your system, and then performs all of the edits that you applied the last time you saved.
You can add further edits to any saved file and choose to save over that version or add a new version to
keep. Additionally you have a new data field in the save dialog that allows you to add notes about the
changes you make to the image.
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Description information is available to you the next time you are opening an image by pointing your
mouse at the saved file names and revealing the notes in a “hint” box. Simply select the image version
you want and PODClient will open the file and perform all of the saved edits.

If you need to save multiple versions of a image file, you will be able to see the names of any previously
saved versions so that you don’t copy over another version you have.
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Color Calibration
Getting correct color with your printer can be intimidating but if you follow a few simple rules you
should be able to master color calibration with ease.
The first thing you need to consider in the color work flow is the way you view the image. Remember
that these files are color correct and often the same file that was used to print the “lithograph” that you
are more accustomed to seeing. Monitors need to be calibrated. If you do not have a monitor
calibration unit, we suggest you get one. We have worked with several models and the XRITE iMonitor
is by far the best one we’ve used. We liked it so much that we now provide it on the website for you to
purchase. You can click the “Calibration” link on the orange toolbar to get yours.
Once you have your monitor calibrated you need to move onto the printer calibration. All printer
manufacturers provide “ICC Profiles” that you must use when printing images. ICC profiles are basically
road maps that your printer will use to get to the final destination. In this case, it is the perfect color
output for the media and ink combination of your printer. If you are printing on Epson canvas with
Epson inks in your printer, you will want to use the ICC profile that was designed to be used with that
canvas.
If you are using our third party ink solutions, we provide “custom profiles” at no charge. We create the
custom profiles by having you print a set of three “targets”. These targets are images made up of tiny
squares of colors. Your colors will be compared to the “actual” color that should exist and a custom
map is designed to alter your printer and force it to print correctly. If you need further clarification
about ICC profiles (supplied or custom), give us a call and we can explain it in more detail for you.
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